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By Professor Steve Jones

Little, Brown Book Group, United Kingdom, 2003. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Men, towards the end of the last millennium, felt a sudden tightening of the
bowels with the news that the services of their sex had at last been dispensed with. Dolly the Sheep -
conceived without male assistance - had arrived. Her birth reminded at least half the population of
how precarious man s position may be. What is the point of being a man? For a brief and essential
instant he is a donor of DNA; but outside that glorious moment his role is hard to understand.This
book is about science not society; about maleness not manhood. The condition is, in the end, a
matter of biology, whatever limits that science may have in explaining the human condition. Today
s advances in medicine and in genetics mean at last we understand why men exist and why they are
so frequent. We understand from hormones to hydraulics how man s machinery works, why he dies
so young and how his brain differs from that of the rest of mankind.
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This pdf is fantastic. This really is for all who statte there was not a worth looking at. Your lifestyle period is going to be convert the instant you complete
looking over this pdf.
-- Dr . Cha im  K ub-- Dr . Cha im  K ub

This created publication is wonderful. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a worth looking at. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform when you comprehensive looking at this book.
-- Chelsey Nicola s-- Chelsey Nicola s
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